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Abstract 
The contamination of bee products, by pesticides is an increasing problem of beekeeping in rural areas. 
Residues of agricultural crop protection chemicals have been found in collected goods of foraging honeybees 
as well as inside the bee hive, e.g. pollen and bee bread. As pollen is an important ingredient to produce larval 
food, a contamination with pesticides could entail severe consequences on the colonies well-being. However, 
the fate of pesticides originating from the pollen during this process is unknown. We designed two 
experiments to trace possible pesticide residues in royal jelly (RJ) as well as in worker jelly (WJ) back to the 
protein source. We conducted two field experiments with free flying honeybee colonies where we fed a 
mixture of commonly found pesticides mixed in high concentrations (34.0-9021.8 μg/kg) into a pollen-honey 
diet. While feeding, we initiated a queen rearing within the colony to obtain RJ, presumably contaminated with 
the given pesticides, in the first experiment. In the second experiment, worker larvae were reared during the 
time the contaminated pollen diet was offered. WJ was harvested on four successive days from larval age three 
to six. RJ and WJ were subjected to a multi-residue analysis. Seven (out of 13) substances were rediscovered in 
traces in the RJ. In WJ samples, 6-12 substances (out of 13) were detected in increasing concentrations 
depending on larval age and pesticide. The increasing number of pollen grains in WJ of older larvae seems to 
be responsible for the increasing amount of pesticides detected in the WJ samples. However, as there are only 
few pollen grains in RJ, pollen seems to be a negligible route of contaminating RJ. Considering the facts that (i) 
the concentrations of pesticides in pollen collected in agricultural areas is usually lower than in our 
experiments and that (ii) only traces of these residues reach the larval food, we do not expect direct negative 
effects onto queen or larval development in the field. However, long-term effects, effects on caste 
differentiation or sub-lethal effects on queen or larval development cannot be excluded. Our experiment gives 
precise information of the real pesticide contamination of larval food. These results should help to better 
evaluate the concentrations found in the field and to conduct realistic feeding experiments which may be used 
for risk assessments or pesticide approval. 




